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Your title is :
Obstacles and objections.
This essay should discuss the obstacles and
objections from opponents of Spiritualism (both inside
and outside of Spiritualism).
It should also identify areas where education and
training can overcome ignorance and fear.
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Introduction
I start my introduction with a question. In an attempt to remove the opponents and objections we are
facing in our religion today, Can’t we, spiritualists become one as one group Spiritualists inside our
own religion at first and second, unite with and have respect for all other religions to be a living
example creating a better world by living spiritualism great mission and give our public and society
better education ? Third, Should we spiritualist not strive to build the bridge in equalisation with all
other world religions and get the recognition from the ( our ) government what we deserve and treated
like equal together like other world religions? In speaking our truth to banish all objections and
obstacles inside and outside our movement and take spiritualism out of the occult horror genre ( the
way the majority of the public see our religion ) Our society needs spiritual leadership in relation with
the needs of today to understand and to honour our religion as it was meant to be and to give space to
the core of the matter to help the society in understanding our religion who we are and what we do
and stand for , because there are a lot people with common sense who would just be sceptical but not
hard core atheists and there are theological Christians who doesn’t believe what we do because they
don’t read their own bible properly to see that the whole bible, both the old and New testament is full
of spirit communication. I will identify why education and training can be seen as a huge help in
overcoming ignorance and fear. Who and what are these opponents and why do they have objections?
What is the difference from opponents coming from the outside world and opponents within the
movement and among mediums in general? To rise above orthodox way in thinking and get out of the
spheres of materialism. And last but not least to link the importance of understanding of the 7
principles as a part of an in depth training so Spiritualism will get wider spread and accepted in the
near future as seen and respected by the spiritualists national union. I illustrate with words spoken by
different people and spirit communication to give you a more in depth documentation and I’ll give the
reason why I have chosen these quotes. And I’ll show with a clear example from history that
mediumship in Egypt 3000 years ago can be seen as an example and basic outline for our 7 principles
of today. With this example we can see that spirit communication and basic form of mediumship did
exist in ancient time and did not have obstacles and was accepted in all levels of society because the
people were more one with spirit and they lived a less greedy life. Spiritual leadership was a part of
their normal rules in society and they lived a life in balance with their inner knowledge and people were
more disciplined in keeping their balance in good health. The balance of the fatherhood of god and the
brotherhood of men were the cornerstones of the unity that made proper communication between our
world and the next world possible.
I found it extremely important that this topic has given space to be discussed for members inside and
outside the union to help non spiritualists in their criticism to get a better understanding who we are
and what we are stand for. And very important it is time to eradicate credulity, superstition and fear
towards what mediums are and do. Within the movement members should work more together and
discuss the importance of the philosophy and how philosophy can be back at number one in our
centres and churches to let our members and mediums see the basic of our religion as seen by our
pioneers to honour the 7 principles and to give importance of its great value. When members
encourage each other to love their work by being a living example of these corner stones from our
religion how much their spirit communication is fruiting and the quality of messages in our churches
and the importance of our religion inside the society will get a higher interest and it helps ignorance as
well. As a great master once told us, you can judge the tree by its fruit (* 1 ), so we Spiritualists
have a huge task to the outside world to help them in better understand that life is eternal and our
mission to take away fear of death and help to stop the media mocking us and discuss the importance
about our religion to the film and media industry to get spiritualism outside the occult atmosphere of
horror movies and Hollywood using spirit communication as a part of entertainment and a tool to fear
people and educate kids there is no ghost under your bed. It starts from little so important. Because
we spiritualist have a huge task on our shoulders to inform the future generations and the strength of
the future, our children and to help them and our society, in first of all give the right information about
our religion in every spheres of social life to help our religion to come out of his shadow as its been
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given from the spirit world, in honouring our pioneers and to be the living example of Spiritualism’s
great mission. In a world that is more passive by the minute, where greed is the yardstick of the
society, we need spiritual leadership and I believe that there will be a time in the near future that we
people understand what is truly happening when we die, not only the survival of men, but all give
death a new meaning, to change the word death in ‘transition of the material world to the oneness of
the universe to have given promotion from the limitations of material life in unity of the eternal.
Body of the essay
Outside world, society
The first opponents and objections from Spiritualism comes from people and their way of thinking in
the first place. Who are these people and what are they oppose against? We have 3 groups of people
Atheists and sceptic people as one group and Theological Christians secondly. The third group
illustrates the society who does see spiritualism in a special non correct way.
1 Atheists and sceptic people
People who are in this group of our society needs a lot of love, knowledge and they need to help to
overcome ignorance, indifferent behaviour and fear of losing control. Because this group of people
don’t look further than the theory in their mind they want to keep control of the fear they have
created themselves. If all spirit related matter is fake in their eyes why do they attack it if it doesn’t
exist you can’t attack it. They need spiritual guidance. This group of people are filled with the material
world and cannot understand the higher knowledge. We need to challenge these people to look to and
investigate the written testimonials from the results of the acts of the spirit world written down in
history, testimonials about spirit healing, which cannot be ignored, their results proven true by
scientists and other important men whom they look up to. All the audio and picture material from
physical séances, trance communication and testimonials from sceptic people who have over time have
changed their mind cause they couldn’t refuse to accept the naked truth that they were wrong in
judgment. We mediums and spiritualists need to have patience and be humble in our endeavours. We
forgive them as our Great Spirit father would do, we are all brothers of men. We slowly accept their
timing in understanding that their way of thinking is a result of lack of knowledge and an old way of
stubbornness in one way ticket thinking. They are spiritual poor, and blind for the fact that we, human
beings really are. We are a spirit in human form. Our physical vessel is a temporary home for our soul.
In my view they are our greatest teachers and challenges to teach us mediums in giving the best
education to help them understand life is eternal and that they too, at the end of their earthly life go
back home, so we can prepare these people for the shock after they have left their physical body and
see in reality what they have fought against that they were wrong. Atheists and sceptic people should
do a course in energy anatomy to understand about the soul, mind, body and etheric levels. Their
ignorance is their biggest fear in their ego created kingdom. Another underestimated problem is that
most mediums often get the impression that they have to justify themselves in what they do. When we
meet scientists or people who don’t know anything about who we are and what we are standing for, we
have to spend a lot of time to remove all the prejudice and wrong given info to clear these people’s
mind and to help them to get an opener view in what we do. We cannot push through their way of
thinking but we help them reconsider the facts that they have been given wrong info about certain
matters. Of course everybody have a free will and mediums and spiritualists are great teachers for
today and tomorrow to help the kids in schools about helping people in our hospices to be there for
those who are ready to cross over. And to help these sceptic people and atheists you give them
something to think about and you say, one day it’s your time to leave this earthly vessel, you must
secretly very curious what’s happening next cause who you really are is bigger than this body. We can
teach sceptic people and atheists about our pioneers Jackson Davis and how he taught kids to truth
about God through his Lyceum. Sceptic people need to be treated like kids, they need guidance. The
lyceum is based upon the principle that every child has unlimited possibilities. The purpose of the
Lyceum is to help the child developing his or her own talents in a natural way. The Lyceum does not
want children to learn facts and figures by hard, but to stimulate them to discover themselves what is
worthwhile in their development and useful for the rest of their lives. The child learns that every
individual is a child of God. It might be impossible to like everybody but one should respect everybody.
As mentioned before, children are often high-sensitive. If such is approved and stimulated by their
parents it can help them in many ways. They can learn to trust their intuition or inner voice. Being
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high-sensitive can cause many difficulties, if one has not learned to deal with it and when the positive
sides of it have not been shown to the individual.
The Lyceum was based upon Andrew Jackson Davis visits to the Summerland; Emanual Swedenbourg
(1688-1772) inspired Andrew Jackson Davis in his book 'The Great Harmonia' to say that the
Summerland is the highest level or sphere of the afterlife we can hope to enter. Davis saw in the
Summerland how children were educated and wanted a similar form of education her on earth.
The education was based upon a Socratic system. Children were learned to find answers to questions
themselves by discussions. In those days this was completely not-done: 'Children were supposed to
listen and not to speak unless they were asked to and basically learn everything by heart. Should we
spiritualists don’t need more time to open our churches for discussions be open to the public and be
open to the society to make an open dialoque possible.
2 Theological Christians who oppose Spiritualism and wanting to get attention by explaining
the bible the way they like it to get their arguments right all in order to oppose mediums.
Seen as the famous chapter in Deuteronomy Chapter 18 10: 12.
Spiritualist people do not preach an anti- Jesus religion. If Christians for example will understand that
what has been written in the old papers of the old testament of the bible is full of spirit communication
and physical mediumship, they might look with new eyes and we spiritualists would not find it hard to
share our messages. Jesus was the living medium in giving living proof of higher life, higher healing
and in spreading the word of love and teaching the 7 principles in their basic form. One of the clearest
examples of mediumship in the bible is the transfiguration of Jesus on the mountain and the
apparitions of Moses and Elia in front of Peter and John. (Mark 9 1:8 ) ( *2 ))in my view this chapter
in the bible illustrates a perfect example of physical mediumship. To speak the truth in education and
teaching that spiritualism IS in fact the base and mother where all other world religions originate from.
The fatherhood of God is the basic principle. God gives signs of his existence in communication with us
people, and God give Himself a name I AM THAT, I AM. (* 3 ) God spoke to Moses through the
burning bush in the desert in Egypt 3000 years ago and this same Great God the father hood of God
spoke to Moses and gave the 10 commandments to the people. The first principles as I would call
them. You can’t show yourself and give proof of your existence if you are a part of people’s
imagination. So mediumship is very old as time itself and only genuine mediumship is seen by God.
One of the first opponents One of the main obstacles Spiritualism has to face is in one way we often
are our worst enemy in being in the position that we prove the existence of the higher life and we
prove what other religions can only achieve by believing.
We spiritualists have a huge relationship between this life and the next and in consequence of this,
much of what others religions have cherished as sacred truth can no longer be believed cause it’s has
been proven in Spiritualism and through our religion . With all respect for other religions, but a lot of
people are afraid of what spiritualists are doing, cause they cannot accept one of our principle,
personal responsibility. In most other religions people hide behind dogma’s and blame God if
something goes wrong and they don’t take responsibility for their life. As an example In Christian faith,
when someone has sinned, pray the Lord’s prayer and it’s going to be ok. What about the cause and
effect of your deed and personal responsibility? Beside this fear of responsibility some theological
Christians like to interprets the scriptures their Holy bible the way they like it, ( *4 )like the most of
the old scriptures, and it truly means that God wants from us to work in a genuine way, as they were
fake mediums in the past in the now and will be in the future. The fatherhood of God is a lovely God
for all humans right and wrong, as long people know what they doing and have respect for their people
and don’t cheat and do wrong in practising fraudulent mediumship, the biggest sin against humanity
and the amazingly beauty of true spirit communication. A true spirit ( yourself ) in fact cannot cheat
another spirit. If people would understand that if your cheat with your mediumship you are cheating
yourself in the first place and ignore the core of the matter which is the origin of who you really are.
You cannot run from your true base.
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3 Society who mock Spiritualism as form of entertainment and part of Hollywood bedtime
stories
In our world of stress people need to get entertained to change the mind and unwind the thoughts of
daily life matter. There is nothing wrong with this. In our society there has always been a huge place
for fear. To sell fear is to control people. The whole insurance company business strives on it and make
big money. To uncover the unknown is a huge way to get people’s attention and stories about haunted
places and ghosts and spirits have been wide spread over many generations inside the whole world. No
matter where you live, despite the colour of your skin, race, gender or religion. Haunted houses are a
big attraction for attention seekers and people like to live in an illusion world to control the next world
without realising there IS another TRUE REALITY out there . The film industry has not been nice in
favour for spiritualism except a few exceptions but over the years Hollywood has been responsible the
way people see ghosts and don’t understand the difference between a spirit ( true soul with free will,
proper human being without physical body ) and ghost, ( energy imprint memory of past not a human
being with intelligence ). Kids are afraid of a spirit under the bed, and the success of Halloween every
November doesn’t give the right impression that spirit communication and the beauty of our religion is
a real fact. Some mediums betray our religion to put money in the first way of their existence and to
fill their ego faster than their pursers. If mental mediumship is your only way of income and you work
with dignity and love in balance with the true meaning and message for our work, it’s not a problem to
ask a fee for your work. If mediums are on the platform working in a theatre and people get the
message for your entertainment only, I ask myself, is proof of survival after physical death, an
entertainment statement or is the public so hypocrite that they use us mediums for only what they like
to hear from the others side, being selective deaf, and not understanding the true meaning of a good
message, to say hello, I reassure the family that your loved one is saying I am ok, I arrived well, and
I love you and I am still the same person and they have survived Have mediums forgot the great
meaning of a good message? Or do they want to justify to convince themselves how good they are in
clairvoyance? This obstacle is a big trap for many. If society would accept mediumship as a beauty of
communication as the highest divine blessing all this theatre would be empty and our churches would
be like the old days, proper philosophy and teachings from the spirit world, good questions and higher
education from the university of GOD.
4 As a result of lack of education and by not speaking and working together as one voice
done by all spiritualists our religion is not yet being placed on the world map and remain in
the sphere of the twilight zone, ignorance and fear are the reasons why Spiritualism is still
not accepted by our government placed on the map as equal as a world religion and treated
equally.
We spiritualists should make time to speak as one and make a step forward to spread our message to
young people, kids, schools and educate them. To spread our message in all levels of society. Since
the year 2000 we are in the aquarian age a time frame in which more and more kids are born with a
special gift of being extra sensitive and having a gift. where people getting more aware about higher
feelings, intuition and where having an extra sensitivity for things is slowly more accepted in society.
When we as spiritualists come out of the closet and acting and stepping forward more as one and all
work together , to get our vision seen and heard on the same level as other world religions, we could
ban prejudice and fear from a lot of people. As a result of this, many people would benefit from it.
People who are afraid of being extra sensitive and secretly have spirit meetings but are so afraid to
share it with other people. If we spiritualist mingle with the audiences of today and share our story and
say, hi nice to meet don’t worry we understand you and explain we are all the same, it’s only our
knowledge and wisdom that separates us, and if people in high chairs in governments also would
listen to accept spiritualism as a proper part of world religion and RECOGNISE, spiritualism is the
mother cause it speaks about the fatherhood of God and we are all spirit and the great spirit is one
with all there is, this unity can change the molecules in the room. That’s why spiritualists should come
together as a big group as the same people working for spirit. Unfortunately inside many spiritualist
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groups’ people get different ideas about the simple and truth of spiritual philosophy and the
interpretation of the 7 principles and the true task of our religion the way the spirit world meant us to
work for. Who you really are, the greatness of your being is not lost when your body stop functioning.
Who you really are doesn’t fit in a coffin alone. (*5).
5 Inside the movement, no collaboration between members and no one united message to
the public, politic problems with rules and regulations and disagreement and lack of respect
for our spiritualist principles, other idea’s that stifle and choke the simple and pure truth of
spiritualist philosophy. That depletes the message where we stand for
As a spiritualist movement, people work together. People with different backgrounds and visions and
sometimes we in a union and in the spiritualist movement we are tested to overcome great challenges
in interpretation of our religious rules and regulations and who to get it organised in the needs of today
to make it visible in our society and to build the bridge to bring something unique and delicate
knowledge into the more and more critical world of today where religion done by the orthodox way is
in huge contrast with those who only share the material way. In a world were God has no place and
facebook is the new God, which important role do we have in educate and teach our future, kids and
children and those who are searching for more spiritual food in their lives? To bann fear and don’t let
people get the chance to be brainwashed in old fashion middle aged matter of hell and doom. Our
religion is love and peace and not a punishing God. Only if we as a spiritualist big family stand as one
and speak with the same tone in every corner and stone of our country, only then we might get taken
serious what we preach and critics cannot attack us and say, Look, they want to prove higher life and
they are not able to agree in which form they are placing this. So ignorance people doesn’t take our
message seriously cause members and future mediums not always seem to understand the importance
of a great base. And make something complicated from something that spirit has told us 200 year ago
through the mediumship of Emma Hardinge Britten. Our principles are the cornerstone of our
philosophy and the only way to taken seriously by those who are willing to listen. And see our religion
in a less conservative way. To run centres, churches meetings, and to be able to speak with one voice
we need love, discipline, order, to reduce all ballast of extras that hides the true meaning.
Within the movement, spiritualist should make a huge drill in education and how to educate their
members to push them into the core of the matter that high educations gives results and high
standards in mediumship. When high standards in giving messages are achieved, people will take us
more seriously and the society will be more open for our way of view and thinking. Credulity and lack
of education in the movement breeds the fraudulent medium who seeks to exploit the ignorance of this
audience for financial gain. Discussion groups can remedy this weakness in mediumship. Within the
moment many spiritualists are fighting about how these things can be achieved. People speak light
about the 7 principles that they need to get interpreted. The abuse of the freedom in interpretation is a
dangerous field in choking and stifling the pure truth of Spiritualist philosophy.
Another obstacle is the lack of common knowledge what we do and the discussions within spiritualist
circles and centres how and in which we can spread our message about our religion. How and how
often, where, within which time we are needed in spreading our word, talk about our principles, give
lectures, demonstrations , giving info and lectures and talk about the do’s and don’ts in our religion.
It’s sad we often get endless discussions how to tackle problems on the media regarding spiritual
matters. How to approach the media, TV, internet, magazines, schools, healthcare centres. To
overcome these problems there need to be unity inside ourselves and inside others and collaboration
between centers, churches and unions. Unfortunately the power of ego is so wide spread and
everybody wants a piece of the cake of their own fame, once again we work for spirit and that should
be our highest priority. Sadly within the movement, there is not enough time in coming together and
mark the boundaries for a good union. Because we are all rushed through life and time, the lack of
communication between the different centres and churches results the islands of different views about
our religion and it deplete the energy what needs to be our roof of our religion which is love .
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6 wheel of fortune, spiritualism as a form of money making fear of competition between
mediums.
Money is a basic exchange for our work. An energy form in metal and paper which will I believe in the
near future will disappear to help the people to bring they back to God. We need food, also spiritual
food ( good books and proper philosophy ) in many ways and food need to be paid and the fear of not
having enough money sometimes gives a lot of people stress and helps them forget the center of the
message they came from. People need to work to fill lives needs and people need other work from time
to time and unfortunately one big objection spiritualists have to face the last 15 years is that people
see mediumship as a big business and a quick highway to get famous like a spirit pop star. And while
working people forget the ethics of mediumship which says you are not working for yourself or your
sitters, public or audiences, you are working for GOD. Personal responsibility, one of our principles is
needed here. Mediums do get in competition and this is the most horrifying truth in the society of
today. Where Ego meets spirit spirit goes away I always say. Mediums should get a better training in
how to behave on the platform, 121 readings how to honour the hard work from our pioneers and a
good medium should take a step back in education and do it again and admit to say, I am not ready
yet. Mediumship is trusting that GOD WORKS THROUGH YOU and not for you. You are not in a rat race
to get the highest score on the Ego board of well done messages. A good address tells you more about
the quality of the medium and a few yesses of any message grabber from the audience. I have seen
much in my own training and saw many mediums starting and falling flat on their nose and I am
pleased and I thank God every day for this that I was able to say yes to make mistakes and learn from
them and to be there again. If you know God is with you, you can’t fail. Which medium does have the
trust of the old fashing 19 th century discipline to KNOW instead of believing in what they were doing.
God bless you all.
7 lack of basic education on the base of our religion to teach discipline, and to tackle one of
our own principles personal responsibility of stagnation of our religion on the world map.
Meeting the needs of today to see the challenge of the importance to get spirit
communication outside our churches and centres in every living room. How do we convince
the youth the importance of spirit communication?
As a medium on the platform you represent spirit and you should be trained in good way of style. In
speaking a good language, if not your mother’s tongue than English so everybody can understand what
you are saying. You should speak your voice and avoid the mmm’s and ooo’s and are not dressed like
a Christmas tree. A good mediums knows their manners to be strict, on time and never late. To open
to have a good talk on basic mediumship and to help colleagues and to inform the public what you are
doing. If basic education and learing how to work in public, how to inform and in a good way to
educate people who are not coming to a church or centre. How do we spiritualists take our
responsibility and get our messages in these corners of the world? How can we mediums use the
modern technology facebook, twitter, website’s, flyers, and cellphones to preach the good message
that there is no death? In a world were religion every year gets a smaller place in society and is
banned in the street that people really need to hide what they stand for without being told off , how we
can talk about God touching people’s hearts in true spirit communication. Back to basics is the simple
truth and facing people the naked fact that one day they have to face God again and why not getting a
bit prepared for this meeting with your creator? How can people know the great message of our
religion when people don’t know you are there, so going out on the streets, radio and tv is a huge
challenge for speakers and ministers of our religion to help those who are wanting to get educated.
Our 7 principles are not new and in every religion there are rules and regulations but the difference
between those previous ones and the ones given via Emma, is that they have been checked by spirit to
the needs of today. People are always in the need to change what has been written in stone to modern
their message and just like a song from a pop star need to get untouched we cannot pamper with our
principles and new generation mediums will find out after a while with trying etching and forming these
principles to their own lovely shape, they always turn back to mama. The basic. I believe people will
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get more spiritual in this aquarian age and the stagnation of not accepting spiritualism is a result of the
past where old dogma’s and rules dominated the society for ages. We want to be a modern fresh
religion with a lot of open space for spirit. The biggest revolution yet to come will be in the mind of
men, a mentality change that this material world need to change by first get rid of the money and
greed and secondly slowly working together in unity and when this peace will be achieved, we get back
the balance in energy from our great Victorian age, where spirit walked in the room visible for all
where the energies of love and harmony were the shoes of old and for soon re discovered proper
mediumship.
Areas where education and training can overcome ignorance and fear.
Of course our future generation mediums and the mediums from today needs update training from
time to time but one true fact is that our public need to be trained as well.
So the first Area were education is needed is the public. We mediums need to teach the public and
inform them about what we do and why we know there is a afterlife. And how the public must behave
is having their part in everything this is a very important role in energy exchange when working for
spirit. The importance of a public is very often underestimated and plays a great role in interaction for
a good energy while doing church work or private sittings.
We have always our triangle which is spirit, medium and public. If your public is sleeping while you are
giving an address you better ask yourself, how do I act now? Why do they sleep? What are my
objections? Why are people staring to the ceiling or suddenly are very interested to watch time?
If the public, need teaching, we need to spread the message via a good public medium, as there is tv,
papers, radio. A good spiritual medium is assertive and is not afraid to get a NO from the public and a
very good medium can cope with stress situations and talks in good language. Andrew Jackson Davis
taught us the importance of discussions and in depth talk. Like in the old days, we can learn from each
other. Social talk can replaced by spirit inspired addresses,
1 Basic knowledge in the history of Spiritualism and the deep connection with the 7 principles
2 Getting theory in comparing the world religions to understand the unique position of our religion
3 Teaching members and future mediums in style, correct English, basic education
4 To teach future generations mediums the nonsense how the world sees us today and how to educate
the opposite to tackle these objections and prejudgements to help public in understanding
5 the importance of philosophy and the work of our pioneers instead of the booby trap of clairvoyance
and getting fame on the platform
6 teaching and organising a good PR in all levels of society
7 Get more respect for our 7 principles by teaching and understanding it’s power
8 some mediums got fear of failure, and a medium should train properly to let the messages not get
coloured by their own imagination.
9 understanding the importance of training, sitting in circles
Conclusion
How many mediums today inside and outside our movement, in every corner of the world ,do really
understand the full power of the spirit? Or believe in this power, sit in this power while working? How
many are ignorant of the force of this power what it can do, the power that lives within each and one
of you? How close are we to God? Spiritualism is about life. Not about death. There is life before death
as well and people don’t life their life like they should do, how can your loved ones come back and
confess if they haven’t been somewhere? This question was asked to the public by the great Gordon
Higginson, Are we mediums not always aware that all the objections and opponents we have spoken
about in this essay are in essential hidden inside in each of us? Don’t we first of all synthesize them
and transform them in strength and power after we have taught how to overcome our own part in it?
by living them first in our daily life so we can speak about it from our own experience and to bring our
public closer to 7 principles and to bring balance between the fatherhood of God with the brotherhood
of men. Are these opponents and objections not a reference to the landscape we all have to walk
through towards a better person, and to live the full teachings of our religion, and to live it’s
philosophy? When we can finish the circle of life in beauty in our world on earth, while we do that,
spirit is our everlasting companion being with us like the scents of flowers.
When we overcome ignorance and fear about our own development, we can move mountains and truly
understand the full power of GOD. In history we have many examples of people who sat in this power
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and used it to better the life of many. One of the great composers were masters of music art in
mediumship My Conclusion is inspired by the amazingly true words of Frederick Chopin speaking direct
voice with Leslie Flint, Chopin the French Polish Composer who worked with Rosemary Brown as well. I
was inspired to write down his words spoken in a séance in 1955. Here are his words spoken in this
sample :

True music, real music, great music, is something that is beyond your world, and springs from the
spiritual aspect of man: the realization of the greatness and the oneness with God. Great music is
something that is really born in the spirit and is reproduced, perhaps very badly, in your world.
On the higher planes, on the very high evolved planes, we can create music without instruments, by the
mere effort of thought. Thought being creative here, a great musician can complete and achieve a whole
work without an instrument at all! He can, as it were, create all the sounds from himself and, in
consequence, those who are attuned in to his thoughts and himself - as it were - will hear the
reproduction of that which the composer has created.
Man in your world - though he has advanced in many ways tremendously - is still very ignorant of the
power of the spirit. The power that has been hidden within. It has been said to you: "Knock, and it will be
opened unto you.". But few people bother to knock. They are content with that which has been given to
them. There are many in your world who are very sincere, very kind, very good people......but they are
very childish!
Frederick Chopin Through Leslie flint 1955
Sources : bibliography
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quote : you can judge the tree by its fruit

1 Matthew 7:17-18 17 In the same way, every good tree produces good fruit, and
every rotten tree produces bad fruit. 18 A good tree can’t produce bad fruit. And a
rotten tree can’t produce good fruit.
2 * the transfiguration of Jesus as example of physical mediumship (Mark 9 1:8 )
3 * Moses and the burning bush,book Exodus, I am that I am, the name of God
and the 10 commendments are the wayshowers of the future 7 principles.
3 Exodus, Moses the ten commendments, book EXODUS first book of the old
testament Holy scriptures and God speaks to Moses, the burning bush book
Exodus
4 * Reference to Deuteronomy Chapter 18 10: 12 a part in the bible that was a
popular quote illustrating ( wrongly ) that God is not pleased when you contact
mediums and spiritualists.
5 Quotes taken Janet parker speaking : the power of spirit CD. Who you really are
doesn’t fit in a coffin.
Emanual Swedenbourg (1688-1772) inspired Andrew Jackson Davis in his book
'The Great Harmonia' his inspirations of the summerland.

Book : Unfinished Symphonies Rosemary Brown
Quotes from Direct voice séance from Leslie Flint, Frederick Chopin. Excerpt from the
Woods/Greene collection of direct voice recordings with direct voice medium Leslie
Flint
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